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I. 

Your body is the broker for the wound and the miracle. 

—Brenda Hillman
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Left on the Porch

polished curve of oyster shell
hidden whorl of whelk

white-striped rocks for wishing on
grey feather abandoned by a gull 

flat black shale that fits the thumb
for skipping far

brittle dollars incised with stars
pink cockles and bleached crab claws

summer’s piled treasure 
gathered from beach walks

emptied from the children’s pockets
all these talismans

rimmed now with blown in leaves
fir needles and dust

swept into the bucket for dispersal
down the forest path to the shore

strewn along the tideline
tossed to wave and rip 

pummeled in the winter wash
lost in the seasons’ wild shuffle
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Eurydice, In Winter

Today deep frost on the field of Asphodel
and the children exclaiming, 
It looks just like snow. 
I could almost remember excitement like theirs– 
that loose fire in the blood.

I watch the ferryman on the black river
struggle to lift coins from mouths of the fallen.
His hands can barely hold them, 
but I can see he wants so much to feel
their glittering weight. 

In this place everything falls away and falls away– 
even the hound patrolling the bank
is only growls and posturing.

Though I have begged the goddess
for some small remnant of my other life,
she cannot help. She is only a cold, pale girl
who misses her mother. 

You know what I long for—

notes along the deep chord strung
between breast and thigh,
  the least pull away a death

if your arm leaves the nest of my side.
What a disturbance
of earth and sky—

until we open our eyes, 
gathered back into the world.
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Old Love 

Begin again with the garden: the visible 
squalor of winter—
bare stalks and rumpled leaves.

Begin with widow-planning 
when you wake to his coughing,
a cold playing havoc with his ruined lungs.

Begin with the cat, burrowing 
under the covers at 5 a.m., 
crying against your chest.

Begin with the morning deck covered in rain
though sun was promised, 
a mild January day.

Consider how fate funneled you here
to these woods
opening onto cobbled shore, 
to this trampled heart,
this love that moves from exasperation
to storm, to tenderness, 
remembering its 30-year prophecy:
standing then in the doorway
of a rented shack, you are the love 
of my life—
his beautiful, gruff body,
his gold eyes,
sirening you in—
how here, this late afternoon 
rain drumming the roof
of the house he built for you
summons a bliss
out of the passion
that once possessed you.
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In February

Two books this week, or maybe three, contending
that everything is Nature, even our despoiling of it:
the whole world now our garden, our hands upon it.

In the clearing, yesterday, the rain came down all afternoon
over the lichened apple trees spreading arthritic 
fingers into the grass, over the seeds
of maple rooted in the high gutters
trying to grow trees out of the muck 
and moss-slid debris on their plastic ledge,
from which the rain, overflowing,
plunked down its harder notes
on the deck, splashing door and siding.

This morning the light moves into day
the way a new-built fire 
burns along kindling’s edges, burnishing:
the green room of the clearing still and seeping 
gold from every opening of branch 
or elderberry arch, the alders gilded in round eastern light.

Though no wind ruffles the firs
or cedars, distant waves 
are pounding the shore
and light pours from the blue 
direction of their roar
where northern mountains burst
the far horizon with new snow.

I watch the light flow over the garden,
imagining the flowering currant’s magenta 
spindles soon awaiting the rufous’s return,
—that wild pink flung into early spring 
like a starting flag to draw them 
round the earth curve home to its nectars—
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and the light glides over the climbing rose 
in its stiff thorns, over gentle clematis
unwinding its next length of leaf,
and the peony’s maroon unfurling, 
staunch in its circle of new soil: 
the light itself imagining 
a June of staggering blossoms— 
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